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Abstract
Many tasks requiring intelligence, in particular scheduling and planning, must be solved under
time constraints. This is difficult to achieve because of the combinatorial nature of such tasks. While
search heuristics can give good average performance, they cannot give any performance guarantees
for a particular instance. Fortunately, the tasks are often very similar. Therefore, compiling partial
solutions is one way in which better performance guarantees for on-line problem solving could be
achieved.
We consider constraint satisfaction as a general paradigm and describe compilation techniques.
General tasks are defined by incomplete CSPs from which instances are generated by adding
more constraints. For any such general task, compilation builds a structure which represents
all its solutions. In order to represent the space in a compact form, it exploits clustering and
interchangeability techniques. Search for solutions can then be limited to a usually much smaller,
precomputed space. When search criteria involve only single variables, solutions can be guaranteed
to be found in linear time in the size of the compiled structure. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Constraint Satisfaction is a general paradigm which has been shown to be applicable
to a wide range of problems ranging from scheduling and planning to configuration and
diagnosis. Furthermore, it allows to easily compose problem models: new constraints and
variables can be added without having to revise other parts of the model. This makes
constraint programming a promising general framework for implementing intelligent
systems.
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An important drawback of constraint programming is that all general solution methods
have worst-case exponential time performance. It is thus hard to apply where interactivity
or real-time response is required. Examples of such applications are:
• Interactive product configuration: a customer enters his requirements and the system
proposes a configuration of parts which is consistent with them. In such an interactive
process, response times must not exceed a few seconds.
• Scheduling and resource allocation: a schedule must be found before the first task has
to start, otherwise it becomes worthless.
• Planning in a dynamic environment: a plan must be found before the environment
invalidates it.
In many of these scenarios, large parts of the constraint satisfaction problem stay
the same from one instance to the next. For example, in a configuration application,
the compatibility constraints between parts are always identical. What distinguishes one
problem instance from another are additional constraints: for example, user choices or
requirements. The solution we are investigating in this paper is to compile the unchanging
parts of constraint satisfaction problems into structures corresponding to a condensed
representation of solution spaces of the problem. When instances are derived from the
general task by adding constraints, their solution spaces are always subsets of those for the
general task. Thus, the solutions can be found by searching in this reduced search space
while applying the additional constraints. This search will never have to consider more
than the possibilities in the compiled set, and meaningful performance guarantees can thus
be given when this set is small.
1.1. Building blocks for CSP compilation
We consider three techniques which can serve as basic building blocks for compilation:
consistency, decomposition and interchangeability.
(1) Consistency techniques prune certain values or value combinations from the
domains of a CSP, and thus reduce the search space. They are already commonly
used as a preprocessors for CSP. In the case where the constraint graph has no cycles,
efficient local consistency methods guarantee that a solution can be found without
backtracking in linear time. In the general case, however, such a guarantee can be
given only by building large data structures reflecting the admissible combinations
of values for subsets of variables. For certain problems, ensuring solutions in linear
time amounts to computing an explicit list of all its solutions.
(2) Decomposition techniques can determine substructures such that solution complex-
ity is dominated by the complexity of computing the list of solutions for each of
these substructures. Examples of these are the tree clustering [8] and the hinge de-
composition [16]. While the guarantees given by these algorithms are very powerful,
it is in general impossible to control the size of the substructures they generate. Since
both time and space complexity is exponential in their sizes, it is thus impossible to
guarantee applicability of the technique for all problem instances.
(3) Interchangeability [11] is the idea of exploiting equivalences between different
variable values: for variableX, value a is interchangeable with b exactly if whenever
there is a solution where X = a, there is another solution where all assignments are
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identical except that X = b, and vice versa. Interchangeability allows to reduce the
complexity of a problem since all interchangeable values can be grouped into a
single meta-value.
1.2. From building blocks to compilation
These techniques, which have been treated independently in the literature so far, can
have strong interactions:
• Running consistency algorithms can make interchangeability appear. Fig. 1 shows
an example of this. The values b and c for variable X2 are not neighbourhood
interchangeable [11], since they do not have the same adjacent nodes in the
microstructure of the problem. Thus, value b for X2 is compatible with value b for
X1, but value c for X2 is not. Making the problem arc-consistent leads to the removal
of value b for X1, thus making b and c neighbourhood interchangeable for X2.
• Grouping together sets of variables to build a meta-CSP [12] may create interchange-
abilities among vectors of variable values. The colouring example in Fig. 2 illustrates
this. Values r, g, y and b of the variables correspond to the colours red, green, yellow
and blue, respectively. By solving the subproblem induced by the variables X1 and
X4, we obtain the values for the new meta-variable Xnew corresponding to the sub-
problem. There are six values in the domain of Xnew. The constraints C1, C3 and C2,
C4 are then merged into C′1 and C′2, respectively. The new value (X1 = r,X4 = g)
for Xnew is then for example compatible with b for X2 and y for variable X3. The
Fig. 1. The micro-structure of a CSP. Interchangeability appears after the CSP is made arc-consistent.
Fig. 2. Colouring example.
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constraint C6 will no longer appear since it is already accounted for the value combi-
nations allowed for Xnew. It turns out that by calculating neighbourhood interchange-
ability for values of Xnew, we can find three equivalence classes of size two each:
– v1= {(r, g), (g, r)},
– v2= {(r, b), (b, r)},
– v3= {(b, g), (g, b)}.
Instead of representing the six original values for Xnew, it is enough to represent each
equivalence class. One solution of the transformed CSP is (Xnew = v1,X2 = b,X3 =
y); it represents the two detailed solutions (X1 = r,X2 = b,X3 = y,X4 = g) and
(X1 = g,X2 = b,X3 = y,X4 = r). This small example shows that even when no
neighbourhood interchangeability can be found in the original problem formulation,
it is often possible to find interchangeability for clusters of variables.
• Low degree consistency techniques applied to a meta-CSP correspond to a higher
degree of consistency within subparts of the original CSP, as shown in Fig. 3. With
arc-consistency in the meta-CSP, we guarantee k-consistency for the subproblem
induced by two connected clusters Ci,Cj where k = |Ci | + |Cj |. Consider for
example a CSP with 14 variables transformed into a meta-CSP with four variables,
as shown in Fig. 3. Arc-consistency in the meta-CSP corresponds to 6-consistency of
the subproblem induced by the nodes X1, . . . ,X6 in the CSP. Similarly, we conclude
8-consistency of the subproblem induced by the nodes X7, . . . ,X14.
This paper shows how to exploit the interactions between interchangeability, clustering
into meta-CSP, and consistency for compiling the set of all solutions to a CSP. In Section 2,
we define the minimal synthesis tree structure, a compiled structure representing all
solutions to the CSP based on these interactions. We then show how this compiled structure
make it possible to generate solutions, possibly filtered according to user criteria, in time
linear in the size of this tree. In Section 3, we describe algorithms for computing minimal
synthesis trees for a CSP, and give an example in Section 4. In Section 5, we present
theoretical and empirical analyses of the performance of the technique. Section 6 presents a
generalization of the methods from binary to non-binary constraints, and Section 7 reviews
related work.
Fig. 3. (Left) A sample problem P . (Right) The meta-CSP obtained by solving the clusters indicated by the clique
cover. Arc-consistency in the meta-CSP corresponds to a higher degree consistency in some subproblems of P .
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2. A hierarchical structure for CSPs
Before we can consider techniques for compilation, we need to define what structure
we want to obtain through the compilation process, making sure that it does not violate
the incremental and compositional nature of constraint satisfaction problems while at the
same time being an efficient representation of the complete solution space. The foremost
requirement is obviously that compilation must allow solving the CSP more quickly than
in the original formulation. Several existing techniques satisfy this requirement:
• Tree clustering [8] computes a tree of subproblems involving subsets of variables.
After computing all solutions for each of these subproblems, solutions to the original
CSP can be found in a backtrack-free manner after the structure is made arc-
consistent.
• Hinge decomposition [16] computes a decomposition tree similar to tree clustering.
The main drawback of these methods is that their memory usage cannot be controlled: the
size of the clusters cannot be controlled, and large clusters that lead to excessive memory
requirements cannot always be avoided.
A first step towards controlling memory usage is to only compute clusters up to a
certain size. This also implies giving up the guarantee of finding solutions in polynomial
time, although the structures should usually reduce the search space and thus computation
time for finding solutions. Examples of such techniques are k-consistency algorithms [10],
which compute partial solutions for subproblems.
The fundamental problem all these methods face is the combinatorial explosion
of solution sets to subproblems. This arises in particular when the list of solutions
includes all value combinations of largely independent variables. Here, the concept of
interchangeability [11] becomes useful. In its pure form, interchangeability characterizes
equivalence of several values for some variable. For a single variable, interchangeability
corresponds to outright independence and rarely exists. It becomes much more common,
however, for clusters of variables.
We represent partial solution spaces of a CSP as a hierarchy of meta-CSPs.
Definition 1 (Freuder [12]). A meta-CSP of a ground CSP P consists of variables
corresponding to subsets of variables of P . The values of the meta-variables are the
solutions of the problems induced by the subsets of variables, and the constraints between
the meta-variables are satisfied exactly when all constraints of the ground CSP P are
satisfied.
Each variable in the meta-CSP represents a cluster of children nodes. At the lowest level
the nodes correspond to the variables of the CSP. An example where two meta-CSPs are
built is shown in Fig. 4. The hierarchy of meta-CSPs corresponds to a synthesis tree shown
in Fig. 5, defined as follows:
Definition 2. A synthesis tree of a ground CSP X is a tree whose leaf nodes are the
variables of the ground CSP X, and where each intermediate node is a meta-variable
corresponding to the combination of its children.
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Fig. 4. (Left) The original problem P . The nodes with dark background in each component are considered
articulation nodes. (Middle) An intermediate meta-CSP. (Right) The resulting problem P ′ .
Fig. 5. The synthesis tree of the example from Fig. 4 generated by the structuring algorithm.
Note that for a given CSP, there are many different possible synthesis trees. In this
section, we assume the topology of the tree to be given, and focus on how to obtain and
use an efficient representation of it. We will discuss structuring algorithms for finding good
synthesis tree topologies later in the paper.
Meta-variables in the synthesis tree have domains which grow in a combinatorial way
with the number of ground variables in the tree below them. A first means to reduce
the amount of information that has to be explicitly stored is to represent only value
combinations that are consistent with all constraints. Further compression is achieved
using neighbourhood interchangeability. Neighbourhood interchangeability is defined as
follows:
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Definition 3 (Neighbourhood interchangeability [11]). A value b for a CSP (meta-)
variable X is neighbourhood interchangeable (NI) with a value c for X iff for every
constraint C on X:
{i | (b, i) satisfies C} = {i | (c, i) satisfies C}.
Each set of interchangeable values for a variable in a meta-CSP is replaced by a single
equivalence class, thus reducing the number of combinations which must be considered
when it is clustered with others. When building the labels of a node in the synthesis
tree, one only needs to test consistency of each combination of the interchangeable
equivalence classes from the lower levels. Consider Fig. 6, which shows the compound
labels of some nodes in the synthesis tree of Fig. 5. Solving the problem induced by the
variables X16, . . . ,X19 results in 10 solutions. Four equivalence classes, corresponding to
the meta-values mv1,mv2,mv3 and mv4 of size 3, 2, 3 and 2 can be formed by exploiting
interchangeability. Therefore, we have to consider only 4 values instead of 10 for MV6
when calculating the label of MMV3.
Fig. 6. A part of the synthesis tree of Fig. 5.
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By construction, compound labels that are not consistent do not appear in the synthesis
tree. However, this does not yet guarantee minimality in the sense of [20], which requires
that all values must appear in some solution. The minimal synthesis tree is obtained
using a sequence of downward propagation steps [10], each enforcing the condition that
for every compound label cl, there must be at least a compound label on higher level
containing cl. Thus we can build the minimal synthesis tree by simply removing the values
representing the equivalence classes from all meta-variables that cannot be extended to
complete solutions. For example, we can see that the value mv4 in Fig. 6 of the variable
MV6 must be removed from the label, because this value does not appear in any compound
label on the higher level. This removal must be propagated down to the lowest level where
we can now delete the value 4 of the variableX19, because the value is no longer contained
in any label of the meta-variable MV6.
We can also obtain the minimal synthesis tree using constraint propagation methods. The
basic idea is to build a CSP where the variables and constraints are the nodes respectively
the edges of the tree. A tuple of meta-values is allowed by a constraint whenever one value
is contained in a compound label of the equivalence class of the other value. The value
mv2 for variable MV6 in Fig. 5 is for example compatible with the value mmv1 of MMV3,
but mv2 is not compatible with mmv2. We now impose a total ordering on the variables of
the CSP such that variable X < Y if Y is a descendant of X in the tree. Making the tree-
structured CSP directionally arc-consistent [7] results in the minimal tree representation.
2.1. Using the minimal synthesis tree
We will now describe three different ways of using the minimal synthesis tree
representation, and analyze their complexity.
2.1.1. Finding a particular solution
In order to find a solution of the ground problem P , a user needs to make a sequence
of decisions of values for variables in P . Each decision or unary constraint must then
be propagated through the tree. The propagation step here is slightly different than the
propagation required to build the minimal representation. Any removal of a label on a
lower level leads necessarily to the removal of compound labels in the equivalence classes
corresponding to the meta-values. Otherwise the representation would not be minimal.
A removal of a label in an equivalence class however will lead to further propagation only
if the whole equivalence class becomes empty. An empty equivalence class first leads to the
removal of the meta-value representing the class. This removal must then be propagated
further to the parents as well as to the children of the corresponding node.
Pruning in both upwards and downwards directions, where all nodes are affected,
happens when the user selects the value 3 for the variable X18 in Fig. 7. Only a single
label in the equivalence class for the value mv3 for variable MV6 remains after the first
upward propagation. Downward propagation will lead to the deletion of the value 1 and 3
for X16, 2 and 3 for X17, and 1, 2 for X19. Upward propagation leads to the deletion of the
value mmv1 for MMV3 and to the removal of a label in the equivalence class for the value
mmv2. These changes must then be further propagated through the tree.
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Fig. 7. Propagation of X18= 3 through the tree.
We know by the construction of the minimal synthesis tree that every value in the label
of a node occurs in at least one complete solution. Thus, we can guarantee that every
value the user chooses for a single variable can be extended into a solution. Since we are
dealing with a tree, local propagation of the choice as described above will again establish
minimality for the next choice, and the user can continue in this manner until a single
solution is established.
Fig. 8 shows an example with 16 variables. At the top we show the domains of the
variables X0, . . . ,X15. Below we find the domains of the variables of P after the minimal
representation is built i.e., the values which are removed from the domains do not appear
in any solution of the CSP. Variable domains are updated after each value selection by a
user. After three selections, only two solutions are left in the cross-product representation
shown in Fig. 8 on the bottom.
2.1.2. Adding higher arity constraints
Adding higher arity constraints into the representation is slightly more complicated than
adding unary constraints. This is because adding higher arity constraints will in general
violate precomputed interchangeability relations. Suppose we are building the minimal
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Fig. 8. User selections in a globally consistent solution space.
synthesis tree without calculating interchangeability for each node. In this case, it is very
easy to identify the node involved, and to remove all the labels in the node that do not
satisfy the new constraint. After removing some labels, one can again downward propagate
the modifications to obtain again a minimal representation. The problem that must be
encountered with invalidated interchangeability is demonstrated on the example in Fig. 6.
We are adding a constraint between the variablesX14 andX19 that allows all combinations
except the tuple X14 = 2 and X19 = 3. Since the 3 values represented by mv1 for MV6 are
no longer interchangeable, we have split this equivalence class. Splitting the equivalence
classes for variables MV6 and MV5 leads to 2 respectively 3 new values. In a second step
we have to verify that only labels satisfying the new constraint are represented higher up
in the hierarchy. This leads to 7 new tuples in the small example as shown in Fig. 9. It
is important to note that there are no changes for the equivalence class for MMV3 and
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Fig. 9. Adding a constraint requires breaking up some equivalence classes.
higher in the hierarchy since all the changes remain local within the cluster for MMV3.
Building a minimal tree representation after adding new constraints, however, is in general
exponential in the size of the CSP because there might be an exponential number of labels
of the root node to be inspected.
2.1.3. Finding similar solutions
The minimal tree representation can also be useful in a situation where a solution is
given and one tries to find a similar solution. Consider again Fig. 6, and suppose a solution
containing X16 = 1,X17 = 2,X18 = 1 and X19 = 3 is given. To find a similar solution,
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we have to find the corresponding meta-value mv1 of MV6 and check if there are other
compound labels in the corresponding equivalence class. In this case, we could find two
similar solutions, where only 3 values must be swapped in each solution. Other similar
solutions can be found by searching for equivalent meta-values higher in the hierarchy.
The structure implicitly defines a similarity metric: similarity exists at the meta level which
unifies all variables where the solutions differ. Thus differences in X16,X17 or X18 are
recognized as a similarity on the lowest level already, while differences in X14 and X22
appear only at a much higher level in the hierarchy. This metric makes particular sense
when the hierarchy reflects problem structure.
2.1.4. Complexity of the navigation
The computational complexity of the propagation procedure is very important for
interaction with the user. In the worst case, we have to propagate a user selection through
the whole tree. The size of the tree can determined by multiplying the number of nodes
with the size of the maximum label. Since we visit each node at most once, we can
conclude that the algorithmic complexity of the propagation step is linear in the size
of the tree. Note, however, that the maximum label size can be exponential in the size
of the subproblems solved by the structuring algorithm. The experiments done so far
indicate that the theoretical worst case bound will rarely be reached. In fact, even for the
largest examples for which the minimal tree representation was built (64 variables and 108
solutions), we got immediate response times.
A user might also be interested in the number of solutions of P contained in the minimal
synthesis tree representation. The method for calculating this number is presented next.
2.2. On the number of solutions
The overall number of solutions represented in the minimal tree depends on the size of
the equivalence classes of the meta-values. A solution is a compound label of meta-values
and can be represented by the cross product of the equivalence class for each meta-value.
Thus the size of the equivalence classes plays a multiplicative role for determining the
number of solutions.
Let smv denote the number of partial solutions a meta-value mv represents. We now
observe that smv can be calculated by knowing the number of partial solutions for the
meta-values on the next lower level. Thus, when applying this calculation recursively we
reach the bottom of the tree, where the size of the equivalence class is known.
Fig. 10 illustrates the bottom-up method for calculating the number of partial solutions
represented by a meta-value. Every meta-value mv is followed by the number of solutions
smv. There are no interchangeable values on the lowest level. Thus sv, which corresponds
to the size of the equivalence class, is 1 for the values of the variable in P . Any solution
containing the value mv1 of the variable MV6 represents three solutions (i.e., smv1 = 3).
Having calculated all the numbers on the second level we can calculate smmv1 for the
value mmv1 for variable MMV3: The first compound label in its equivalence class is
(MV6 = mv1,MV5 = mv2) representing 3 ∗ 4 = 12 solutions. With a similar calculation
we get 8 = 2 ∗ 4 for the second tuple, and 6 for the third tuple. The sum of the solutions
represented by the value mmv1 of MMV3 is thus 12+ 8+ 6= 26. One can easily see that
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Fig. 10. The size of the equivalence classes are added to Fig. 6.
this procedure finally leads to the number of solutions of P when the root node of the
tree is reached. How interchangeability can compact the label size becomes obvious in this
example. Standard synthesis algorithms have to represent a label containing 38 solutions
for the variable MMV3 , i.e., 12 for the value mmv2 and 26 for mmv1, while we can continue
calculation on the next higher level with only two meta-values.
The values smv can also be used heuristically to find solutions of P ′ that represent large
solution sets of P . Consider the case where the structuring algorithm returns the CSP P ′,
too large to enumerate all its solutions. We can still calculate the values smv for all values
of the variables in P ′. The number of solutions of P represented by a solution of P ′ is the
product of all the numbers smv for meta-values in the solution of P ′. As a heuristic to maxi-
mize this number, value ordering can be used to always selecting the value with largest smv.
3. A structuring algorithm
So far we have described a general tree representation generated by a precompilation
process. The topology of the synthesis tree could be defined by a programmer, for example,
to reflect the structure of a configuration problem.
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Generating synthesis trees automatically involves two subproblems: deciding a good
topology, and computing its minimal representation as described earlier. We now describe
an algorithm for computing synthesis trees automatically. It could be optimized in
many ways, depending on the application. We first introduce a heuristic for identifying
subproblems that will be clustered into meta-variables, then describe how to find
interchangeability in meta-CSPs, and finally show an efficient way to make a meta-CSP
arc-consistent.
We will discuss the following algorithms in more detail:
• The first step is to use a graph partitioning method to identify the clustered structure
of the constraint graph. In Section 3.1, we describe a top-down decomposition method
called Recursive Spectral Bisection [26].
• The results of applying Recursive Spectral Bisection will then be used to guide
a bottom-up greedy clique decomposition method. This method, described in
Section 3.2, is used heuristically to find the variables that will be clustered in cliques.
• The clustering results in a meta-CSP for which interchangeability can be calculated.
In Section 3.3, we introduce a sound but not complete algorithm for efficiently finding
interchangeability for meta-variables.
• In Section 3.4, we will see that arc-consistency in a meta-CSP corresponds to higher
consistency of subproblems of the original CSP P .
Both graph decomposition methods in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to satisfy the
following two requirements:
(1) The nodes clustered together should be tightly connected.
(2) The nodes not clustered together should not be tightly connected.
By clustering nodes from different components, one might lose the clustered structure
of a constraint graph as shown in Fig. 12. The clustering shown on the left satisfies the first
Fig. 11. A specific structuring algorithm.
Fig. 12. Two different clusterings of the same graph.
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but not the second requirement and we “lose” structure. The clustering shown on the right
satisfies both requirements and thus “preserves” structure.
3.1. Recursive Spectral Bisection
Given a graph G(V,E), a k-way partitioning of G is a set of clusters (subsets of V )
{C1,C2, . . . ,Ck} such that each vi ∈ V is a member of exactly one Ch, 1 6 h 6 k. The
Graph Partitioning problem is a well known NP-hard problem [13]. It can be stated as
follows:
Given a graph G with adjacency matrix A = (aij ), find the k cluster that minimises∑k




vj /∈Ch aij .
In other words, one tries to find the k clusters with a minimal number of inter-cluster
edges. One class of heuristics that proves successful as an approximation to this are spectral
methods [1,14].
The Recursive Spectral Bisection [26], used in our structuring algorithm, applies the
median cut procedure, described below, recursively in a divide and conquer fashion until
the required number of subsets is obtained. For describing the median cut procedure we
first need to define the Laplacian matrix of a graph.
Definition 4 (Laplacian matrix). The Laplacian matrix L(G) of an undirected graph
G(V,E), is a matrix of size (n,n) with n= |V |. The entries lij = lj i =−1 if (vi , vj ) ∈E
otherwise lij = lj i = 0. The diagonal entries lii are equal to the size of the adjacent set of
vi (i.e., lii = |adj(vi)|).
The median cut partitioning (presented in [4]) can be summarised as follows: A vector
q ∈Q = {(qi) ∈ Rn, qi =±1,∑qi = 0} induces a partition of the nodes V into sets V 1
and V 2 where vi ∈ V 1 if qi = +1 and in vi ∈ V 2 if qi = −1. Finding a q ∈ Q that
minimises the inter-cluster edges is NP-complete, as mentioned above. However if we
relax the minimisation problem and solve it over a larger space of vectors x ∈Rn such that
‖ x ‖2= 1 and ∑xi = 0 then one can use the results presented in [9]. The result is a vector
in Rn which must be mapped back to a vector in Q. The details of the procedure are as
follows:
• The size of the cut set (number of edges) corresponding to a vector q can be calculated
as |C|q∈Q = 1/4(qTL(G)q). In order to find a minimum set, we want to find a q that
minimises |C|q∈Q.
• Let n > 2 and 0 = λ1 6 λ2 6 λ3 6 · · · 6 λn be the eigenvalues of the matrix
L(G). l(G)= λ2 is called the algebraic connectivity of graphs and the corresponding
eigenvector f is called the Fiedler vector in [9]. It can be found using a minimization
procedure to find a vector x ∈ Rn such that ‖x‖2 = 1 and ∑xi = 0 minimizing
xTL(G)x . The resulting x is the Fiedler vector f .
• The vector q is then found by taking the signs of the Fiedler vector, i.e., qi =+1 if fi
is positive and qi =−1 otherwise. Nodes for which qi =+1 will be clustered in C1,
the others in C2.
Such a partition is called the median cut partitioning. An example of a decomposition of
a graph with the median cut partitioning method is depicted in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Example of a median cut bisection.
When we apply the recursive spectral bisection to a clustered graph G(V,E), we
expect that the set Ep corresponds to the intercomponent edges of the graph, and each
connected component that remains after removing Ep corresponds to a cluster with higher
connectivity. The stopping criterion for recursively applying the median cut is reached
when a certain (user specified) number of partitions have been built. If this number is not
available, one could stop the recursion when the number of edges that will be removed in
each step divided by the number of edges remaining in each component is smaller or equal
to a certain fraction.
The result of the first preprocessing step is a set of intercomponent edges Ep. Next we
describe the greedy bottom-up method, which is applied to the graph G(V,E\Ep). The
idea is to hide the edgesEp in the graphG(V,E) so that the corresponding constraints will
not be solved when building the meta-CSPs in the second step of the structuring algorithm.
3.2. Greedy clique decompositions
If we assume that all constraints have the same tightness, one can expect a smaller
number of solutions to subproblems the higher the connectivity of the subproblem
is. The clustering procedure presented here will satisfy the condition that the nodes
in a cluster have to be completely connected. For doing so we use a greedy clique
decomposition algorithm applied to the constraint graph G(V,E\Ep). A greedy clique
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Fig. 14. Two greedy clique decompositions of a graph (cliques are indicated using bold edges).
decomposition algorithm of a graph G partitions the nodes of G into cliques. 1 To find
such a decomposition one starts with a single node and builds successively larger cliques by
adding an adjacent node until the clique cannot be extended any further (i.e., no other node
is adjacent to all the nodes in the clique). Having found such a maximal clique, one removes
all the nodes in the clique from the graph and starts the procedure again. The algorithm
stops when no nodes are left in G. There are many possible clique decompositions, and a
heuristic method can be used that always selects a node with the most adjacent nodes to be
added to the current clique. Two decompositions of a graph, where cliques are indicated
with bold edges, are shown in Fig. 14.
Using the greedy clique decomposition as a heuristic to cluster variables in meta-
variables can be justified by the fact that these subproblems are completely connected.
Thus these subproblems might not allow many solutions to appear as new values for the
meta-variable. One should note that the domain size of the meta-variables is exponential
in the size of the subproblem. This heuristic is related to the maximum degree variable
ordering heuristic [6] in backtrack search, where the node to be instantiated next is the one
with the most constraints to the already instantiated variables.
3.3. Interchangeability for meta-variables
Calculating neighbourhood interchangeability [11] for the values of the meta-variables
allows us to reduce the size of the set of compound labels when sets of values can be treated
as a single value, as already shown in the colouring example in Fig. 2. The algorithm for
calculating neighbourhood interchangeability in [11] identifies all equivalent values for
variables in a CSP in O(n2d2) by building discrimination trees. In this section, we present
an algorithm for meta interchangeability which is sound but not complete. The basic idea
is to take advantage of the set of articulation nodes VE of each cluster that are linked
with nodes in other clusters, and a set of nodes VI having only internal links. Consider
again the example in Fig. 4 where the nodes with black background are articulation nodes.
Values in the meta-CSP having the same assignments for the variables VE will necessarily
be interchangeable in the meta-CSP without even considering the assignments of the
variables VI .
In order to detect interchangeability of two values v1 and v2 of a meta-variable MX
with Freuder’s algorithm, one has to iterate over all constraints that link MX and check if
1 In the literature, however, clique decompositions often partition the edges and not the nodes into cliques.
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exactly the same tuples are valid for v1 and v2. For two values of a meta-variable that have
the same assignments for the variables in VE , we do not even have to check the constraints,
because by definition the same assignments to VE imply the same allowed tuples for these
constraints. Thus these meta-values are interchangeable. We therefore have the following
algorithm, which is sound by construction:
Algorithm 1 (Interchangeability of meta-values). Let MX be a meta-variable created by
clustering the set of variables V (V = VI ∪ VE ):
(1) Identify VE ⊆ V . Unless VE = V , sort the domain lexicographically on the
compound labels for the variables in VE .
(2) Iterate over the domain of MX and build an equivalence class of interchangeable
values for the values having the same compound labels for the variables in VE .
However, the algorithm is not complete, since there might be interchangeable meta-
values that do not have the same assignments for the variables VE . To find all
interchangeable values, we run Algorithm 1 followed by Freuder’s algorithm. Although
the results obtained in this way are exactly the same as running the a complete algorithm,
this method can be faster as shown next. 2
We sort the domains of all meta-variables according to a lexicographic order on the
subset of variables VE for each variable. Such an ordering makes it possible to identify
interchangeable values in a single iteration on the domains of the meta-variables. Thus,
after sorting, Algorithm 1 runs in O(kdn) time, where n is number of the meta-variables,
d the maximal domain size of the meta-CSP, and k the maximal size of the sets VE . The
complexity of Freuder’s algorithm, i.e., the second step in our computation is O(D2n2)
where D is the number of equivalence classes returned by Algorithm 1.
Experiments on random problems indicate that in most cases Algorithm 1 will
not discover all interchangeable sets. Thus one should always run Freuder’s complete
algorithm in a second step. In fact, the overhead for finding all interchangeable sets is
small compared to the gain one obtains by exploiting them. Nevertheless, the experiments
done so far showed that articulation nodes VE in the clusters are a major source for meta
interchangeability.
Beside applying interchangeability, which allows us to reduce the domain sizes of meta-
variables, it can be very advantageous to make the meta-CSPs arc-consistent. We now
describe a method that integrates arc-consistency into the algorithm for building the meta-
CSP to gain efficiency.
3.4. Consistency
Constraint problems may exhibit a high degree of consistency and thus low degree
consistency algorithms, such as arc-consistency, will not find inconsistencies. Running arc-
consistency on a meta-CSP is related to a restricted form of k-consistency with k equal to
the sum of the size of two adjacent clusters. The k-consistency algorithm, for example,
guarantees that for all instantiations of size k − 1 there will be a kth value consistent
2 The algorithm is of course less efficient if there are no interchangeable sets.
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with the current instantiation. However, calculating k-consistency is expensive for large k
since it requires to find the solutions of all possible subproblems of size k. In our case,
we do not build all possible subproblems. Instead, we solve some subproblems induced by
the clusters Ci of size |Ci | and establish arc-consistency between the clusters. With arc-
consistency in the meta-CSP, we can guarantee k-consistency for the subproblem induced
by two connected clusters Ci,Cj where k = |Ci | + |Cj | as shown in the introduction.
Instead of building the meta-CSP and then running arc-consistency, one can combine
both procedures in a single more efficient one. The idea is that arc-consistency can be
applied each time a meta-variable is created. Given the set of clusters {C1, . . . ,Cl} that
will appear as meta-variables, we first solve the subproblem induced by cluster C1. The
CSP contains a single meta-variable and the variables in the other cliques {C2, . . . ,Cl}.
The constraints between the meta-variable and the other variables are established and arc-
consistency is then applied. The procedure creates then the second meta-variable induced
by clique C2, again establishes the constraints and runs arc-consistency. This is repeated
until all cliques are turned into meta-variables. When comparing our approach with the
approach where arc-consistency is run only once, one realizes that we might be able to
reduce the domain size of variables before we even start solving the subproblems. Thus the
exponential part of the structuring algorithm, namely finding the solutions of the clusters,
can be made more efficient. Note that this approach has similarities to the maintaining arc-
consistency algorithm (MAC) [2,22,23] for searching solutions of a CSP. In this algorithm
arc-consistency is run each time a variable is instantiated. It was shown that the overhead
involved in running arc-consistency is small compared to the efficiency gain even when it
prunes only a few values from the domains.
4. Examples
In this section, we apply the structuring algorithm to a small randomly generated CSP
and to a resource allocation problem.
4.1. A random CSP example
Fig. 15 shows how a 16 variable CSP is transformed into a two variable CSP.
Fig. 15(A) shows the constraint graph of a CSP with 16 variables. Every variable name
is followed by its domain size and every constraint is labelled with the number of
tuples allowed by the constraint. The median cut partitioning finds 4 edges between the
nodes (X14,X2), (X14,X1), (X9,X5) and (X11,X8) that partition the graph into cluster
{X1, . . . ,X8} and a second cluster {X9, . . . ,X16}. The iteration on building the meta-
CSP, calculating interchangeability and running consistency continues until a single meta-
variable remains for each cluster. The greedy clique decomposition algorithm determines
5 subproblems with complete graphs indicated by the bold edges in Fig. 15(A) (in
the first run). Every subproblem is solved individually and appears in Fig. 15(B) as
a new meta-variable. For example, variables X13, X14, X15 and X16 are clustered
together into the meta-variable MV4. This subproblem has 30 solutions. Interchangeability
identifies 8 equivalence classes of size 2, and thus the domain size can be reduced
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Fig. 15. A 16 variable CSP P is transformed into a 2 variable CSP P ′ .
to 22. This is indicated in Fig. 15(B) by the notation MV4_22_30. As an example of
a set of interchangeable values, consider two meta-values (X16 = 0,X13 = 4,X14 =
2,X15 = 3) and (X16 = 0,X13 = 4,X14 = 2,X15 = 2). Fig. 15(C) shows the result of
applying arc-consistency, which removes a further 5 values from the domain of MV4.
The four edges Ep found by the graph partitioning in the first step now correspond
to the three edges (MV1,MV4),(MV2,MV5),(MV2,MV3) that are still not allowed to
appear in a clique in the next step. Consequently, two new meta-variables MMV1 and
MMV2 are created and MV3 is not changed (Fig. 15(E)). Fig. 15(F) shows the third
iteration, where MMV2 and MV3 are clustered together into MMMV1. This results
in the final CSP with two nodes MMV1 with domain size 23 and MMMV1 with
domain size 26, shown in Fig. 15(G). Note that the two nodes correspond to the
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clusters {X1, . . . ,X8} and {X9, . . . ,X16} determined by the median cut partition. 210
tuples are allowed by the constraint between the two nodes. These tuples correspond
to the solutions for the CSP on this level and represent 5366 solutions of the ground
CSP P .
4.2. A resource allocation problem
Resource allocation (RA) problems can be defined as follows (see [3]):
“Given a set of tasks with fixed endpoints, and given, for each task a set of resources
that can carry out the task, assign one resource to each of the tasks such that no resource is
assigned to two different tasks at the same time”.
The resource allocation (RA) problem can be modelled as a discrete binary CSP as
follows: variables are the tasks, values are the resources, and there is a constraint of mutual
exclusion between two variables whenever the corresponding tasks intersect in time. This
example is a real-world case study of personnel allocation in a large hospital described in
detail in [3]. The constraint graph of a an instance of this RA problem and the constraint
graph of the transformed problem are shown in Fig. 16. For our purposes, it is enough to
know that the tasks are surgical operations and the resources are the people that are able to
carry out the tasks. The variables are the operations, and the values are the resources. The
case has the following characteristics: 22 variables, maximum domain size of 5, constraint
density s = 0.376 and tightness (proportion of allowed tuples) t = 0.094. We run the
structuring algorithm with only a single iteration of the second step, i.e., we run the greedy
clique algorithm once, solve the subproblems induced by the cliques and calculate arc-
consistency and interchangeability. Enumerating the 6480 solutions of P ′ can be done in
Fig. 16. (Left) The constraint graph of the hospital personnel allocation problem. (Right) The constraint graph of
the transformed problem.
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seconds. With these solutions one can calculate the number of solutions of the original
CSP as follows: Each solution S of P ′ represents a set of solutions. If S contains k meta-
values that represent classes of size si with i = 0, . . . , k − 1, then the number of solutions,
represented by S, equals
∏k−1
i=0 si , i.e., the size of the equivalence classes of values plays
a multiplicative role when determining the number of solutions on the next lower level.
The number of solutions of the original problem is equal to the sum over all solution sets,
which turned out to be 501,645,312 for this test case. The important point to stress is that
brute force search was not able to enumerate all the solutions in a reasonable amount of
time.
5. Evaluation
5.1. Theoretical limits of interchangeability
A main feature of our compilation technique is the use of interchangeability to reduce
the size of solution spaces which must be stored. The intuition is that whenever we face
combinatorial explosion in the solution set, we will find interchangeability that will allow
us to represent this set more compactly. To what degree is this intuition guaranteed to hold
in reality? Are there problems with a large set of solution, yet no interchangeabilities even
for large clusters of variables?
Answers to this problem can be found in the theory of error-correcting codes. Here, the
goal is to construct a set of vectors of n binary variables which is as large as possible
while guaranteeing that any pair of vectors differ in at least dH positions. 3 Now consider
a CSP consisting of n binary variables. Interchangeability in a cluster of l variables means
that there is a pair of solution vectors which differ in at most l values. Thus, there is no
interchangeability for clusters of up to dH −1 variables if and only if the minimum distance
between any two vectors is at least dH .
The Hamming bound [19] establishes a relation between the minimum distance dH in a









Table 1 shows the relation between the number of variables n (rows), the size of the clusters
dH (columns), and m, the logarithm base 2 of the number of solution vectors which could
remain without finding any interchangeability.
This bound applies to the number of solutions which can exist without interchangeability
(or, equivalently, after all interchangeability has been exploited) in CSP of binary variables.
Even though the remaining solution sets can be quite large, the reductions are
impressive. In a problem with 50 variables, considering clusters of up to 10 variables
reduces the maximum length of solution lists to be represented from 250 to 229: a factor
of 221 without ruling out any solutions within the constraints. Thus, even on theoretical
3 Thereby, one needs to make at least dH transmission errors before obtaining another legal vector.
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Table 1
Lower bound on the reduction r of the size of the solution space for prob-
lems with n binary-valued variables when abstracting interchangeability in
clusters of size up to dH . Figures are in logarithmic scale, i.e., the space is
reduced from 2n to 2n−r
n vs. dH 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
20 8 14 19
30 9 17 26 29
40 10 20 30 36 39
50 10 21 34 42 47 49
60 11 23 36 46 53 57 59
70 12 24 39 50 58 64 67 69
80 12 25 41 53 62 69 74 77 79
90 12 25 43 56 66 74 80 85 88 89
100 12 26 44 58 69 78 85 91 95 98
grounds we can be fairly certain that detecting interchangeability in a clustered problem
will result in a significant gain of memory efficiency for our compilation technique.
Next we describe a model for generating constraint problems having clustered constraint
graphs and report some experiments when running the structuring algorithm on a set of
examples. The idea of using CSPs with clustered graphs is to move away from a pure
random model and look at problems that have a more “realistic” structure.
5.2. Clustered constraint graphs
Constraint graphs of problems that arise for example from physical interactions often re-
semble clustered graphs. In these cases, one could measure the likelihood of an interaction
of two objects or components by the Euclidean distance between them. Two objects which
are close together would have a higher probability of having a constraint in between them
than elements that are far away from each other. Such a model gives us significantly more
clustering than one would expect from a random selection of the constraints. Problems that
have a hierarchical or modular structure with strong interactions within nodes belonging to
the same partition and less interaction between nodes from different partitions are known
to have a so called ultrametric topology [15,25]. When modelling constraint problems it is
difficult to make use of this structure because, explicit constraints between aggregates or
clusters are usually not available. Thus, by structuring we can make the clustered structure
of the problem explicit and synthesise constraints between the aggregates.
We describe a simplified model for generating clustered graphs as given in [15]. The
nodes of the graph to be generated correspond to the leaves of a balanced binary tree. Thus
to generate graphs with 2D nodes, we build a balanced tree with depth dT =D − 1. The
tree induces an ultrametric distance between pairs of nodes, defined as the level of the
first common ancestor. For a given p with 0<p < 1, edges in the graph between nodes at
distance i (0< i 6 dT ) can then be selected with a relative probability pi . The extension to
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Fig. 17. Example of a non-balanced binary tree for a six variable CSP. For a clustered graph, the likelihood of
having an edge between two nodes decreases with the number of steps up in the tree to reach a common ancestor.
graphs coming from non-balanced binary trees is straightforward: to build such a problem
with m nodes, create a binary balanced tree of depth dT where dT is the smallest integer
such thatm< 2dT+1. Now randomly select m leaf nodes from the balanced binary tree and
remove all other nodes.
The procedure that builds the random problem instances takes as input the following
parameters: the number of variables n, the probability p that models the distribution of
edges described above, the number of constraints c, the interval of minimum/maximum
domain size d = [dmin, dmax] and the tightness (fraction of allowed tuples) of constraints
t . It first builds the structure of the clustered graph and then randomly selects domain sizes
and allowed tuples for the constraints.
Besides the random model for clustered graphs, there are other models that do exhibit
more clustering than a pure random graph model, for example, “geometric” graphs
described in [17].
5.3. Experimental results
In this subsection we present experimental results on a set of randomly generated loose
constraint problems with clustered constraint graph. All the problems were transformed
with the structuring algorithm into a problem P ′. Then we enumerated the solutions of P ′
and calculated the number of solutions of P . These tests show that we were able to gen-
erate the minimal tree representation for loose problems, where the number of solutions
is of order 108. For these problems we were not able to enumerate the solutions with a
brute force approach in a reasonable amount of time, i.e., we stopped the calculation after
several hours. Parameters for the generation of some test cases and the results can be found
in Table 2.
Any evaluation of a technique depends on the objectives it is used for. Our objective
is to structure large problems with many solutions so that its solution space can be easily
inspected. A series of runs confirms that for clustered CSPs with “many” solutions, the
number of solutions of the resulting CSPs P ′ is condensed considerably, often by a large
factor. The large observed variance in the number of solutions of the test runs indicate that
any individual problem can deviate significantly from the average behaviour. Thus we do
not even try to derive conclusions based on an average behaviour.
We have limited the evaluation to those problems where we could still enumerate
the number of solutions of P ′. This is because it is not enough to know how many
interchangeable sets we get, and how big they are; it is very important to know in how
many solutions a meta-value will finally appear. This always requires us to look at all
solutions of the CSP P ′, a set which is in general impossible to generate for large CSPs.
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Table 2
Condensing the solution space of some examples. (Left) n = 32,
p = 0.4, c = 90, d = [4,5], t = 0.75. (Right) n = 64, p = 0.45,
c= 190, d = [3,3], t = 0.7
Solutions P ′ Solutions P Solutions P ′ Solutions P
1328 4 333 220 432 6 163 920
3131 1 809 461 36 903 950 796 050
929 2 052 052 693 5 008 752
21 453 602 538 535 2 232 176
155 1 454 561 79 950 16 929 576
500 130 861 762 570 23 369 610
17 293 976 618 6387 277 466 220
189 87 894 730 2805 14 215 104
3697 25 395 700 94 688 94 034 890
6. Structuring non-binary CSPs
The structuring algorithm described so far has been described for binary CSP. We
now show how to extend it for non-binary problems. The only parts of the structuring
algorithm that cannot directly be extended to the non-binary case are the decomposition
algorithms. This is because these algorithms are not applicable to a constraint hyper-graph
of a non-binary CSP. All other algorithms used in the structuring algorithm, like building
the meta-CSP, calculating interchangeability and consistency are also applicable to non-
binary CSPs.
The idea of the extension is to transform the constraint hyper-graph into a primal graph
by projecting the hyper-edges to binary ones. This graph will be used to find a clique
decomposition. Subproblem solutions and interchangeabilities are then found using the
full n-ary constraints. An example of a primal graph with a clique decomposition is shown
in Fig. 18.
Consider thus that the variables of the non-binary ground CSP have been partitioned into
subsets CL1, . . . ,CLk , using the primal graph. As an example, consider the non-binary CSP
in Fig. 18 with the following clique partitioning CL1 = {X1,X2,X5}, CL2 = {X3,X4,X8}
and CL3 = {X6,X7,X9}. Each subset defines a subproblem whose solutions must satisfy
both the full non-binary constraints whose variables are completely contained in them
as well as the projections onto the contained variables of all other constraints. Thus,
subproblem CL3 in Fig. 18 must satisfy constraintC3, the projection ofC2 to {X6,X7}, and
the projection of C4 to {X7,X9}. Solving the other two subproblems induced by the nodes
{X1,X2,X5} and {X3,X4,X8}must be done using the constraintsC1 and C6, respectively.
Having built the meta-variables and the meta-values, we must generate the meta
constraints. These meta-constraints must guarantee that all the original constraints not
solved by building the meta-variables are satisfied. Consider for example the constraint
C7 connecting the variables {X5,X7,X8}. Since all the variables appear in different meta-
variables, we generate a ternary meta-constraints whose allowed tuples must satisfy all the
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Fig. 18. (Left) A non-binary CSP, with constraints: c1(x1, x2, x5), c2(x5, x6, x7), c3(x6, x9), c4(x7, x8, x9),
c5(x1, x3), c6(x3, x4, x8), c7(x5, x7, x8). (Middle) Cliques in the primal graph. (Right) A meta-CSP obtained
by clustering cliques of the primal graph.
allowed tuples of C7. Furthermore, there are two other constraints between the variables
MX1,MX2 and between MX2,MX3 that correspond to the original constraints C5 and C4,
respectively.
(1) The Recursive Spectral Bisection algorithm from the first step of the structuring
algorithm can now be applied to the graph Gp(V,E). The partitioning returns k
sets of nodes {CS1,CS2, . . . ,CSk}. Each CSi will correspond to the variables of the
problem P ′ returned by the structuring algorithm. The arity of the constraints of
the problem P ′ depends on the partitioning {CS1,CS2, . . . ,CSk}. P ′ only contains
a m-ary constraint for example, if P contains an m-ary constraint with variables
belonging to m different partitions CSi .
(2) Greedy clique clustering can also be applied to the graph Gp . Just as in the binary
case we do not allow cliques with nodes belonging to different clusters CSi . The
result is a set of cliques. To build the meta-CSP, we now have to solve the non-
binary subproblems induced by the nodes of each clique.
7. Related work
In the following we list work related to the structuring algorithm.
7.1. Standard synthesis algorithms
The representative problem space of a CSP is modelled in solution synthesis using
a lattice structure. Each node in the lattice represents a set of k-compound label for k
variables. It is convenient to refer to sets of a given size as being at the level in the
lattice corresponding to their size. Singleton sets will be at the level one, pairs at level
two, and the solutions of the problem appear as labels of the top most root node. 4 Such
4 Note that the lattice representation is similar to the sets of assumptions created by an ATMS system [5].
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algorithms are interesting for enumerating all solutions of a CSP. Solution synthesis was
first introduced by Freuder [10], and several extensions of his algorithm were proposed,
like for example the Essex Synthesis Algorithm [27], Seidel’s invasion algorithm [24] or
Pang’s CDGT algorithm [21].
The amount of computation necessary for solution synthesis is mainly determined by the
number of nodes and the number of compound labels in each node. The worst case space
complexity of Freuder’s algorithm, for example, is O(2ndn). This is because there are
O(2n) nodes and the maximum size of a node is O(dn), where n is the number of variables
in the CSP and d is the maximum domain size. One can say that “standard” solution
synthesis methods have greater potential for tightly constrained problems as compared
to loosely constrained problems, because the looser a CSP is, the more compound labels
are legal for a node, and consequently more computation is needed. With our structuring
algorithm we lower this worst case bound of Freuder’s algorithm simply by creating less
nodes with smaller labels. This allows us to handle certain loosely constrained problems
which would be too complex for standard solution synthesis algorithms. Indeed, finding
all solutions of a loosely constrained problem must not be hard by nature, as argued for
example by Tsang in [27, p. 296]. The problem of search algorithms is that they enumerate
one solution after the other and thus cannot summarize groups of similar solutions. Our
main contribution is to show how to reduce the size of the labels in the synthesis tree by
exploiting interchangeability and consistency within a general synthesis framework, made
possible by explicitly representing the meta-CSPs.
Let us now compare the structures generated with the synthesis algorithm mentioned
above with ours:
• Freuder’s solution synthesis algorithm builds a node in the lattice for each subset of
the variables. Thus for a CSP with n variables, 2n nodes will be created. The structure
created by our algorithm contains only a subset of these nodes, namely those that
correspond to the variables in the problem hierarchy P , CSP1, . . . ,CSPk = P ′.
• Meta-variables of a CSPi for i = 1, . . . , k in the hierarchy do not overlap. Thus we
can represent the structure as a tree. A root node linked with the variables of P ′ is
added. The labels of the root are the solutions of P ′.
• In solution synthesis, nodes on level k are calculated by taking the nodes on level
k − 1 and extending them with a single variable. This is called a minimal extension.
The labels of the nodes must satisfy all constraints of the problem, one can obtain
them with an upward propagation step [10]. When building the meta-CSPs in
our structuring algorithm, we are establishing meta-constraints between the meta-
variables. These constraints allow us to directly create nodes in the structure on a
level k that corresponds to the sum of levels of the nodes clustered together.
• Meta-constraints allow us to run the interchangeability algorithm to detect redundancy
in form of interchangeability. Thus we replace the labels of the nodes by their
equivalence classes, and keep only the equivalence classes for calculating the labels
on higher levels.
• Meta-constraints also allow us also to run arc-consistency in order to remove partial
solutions that cannot be combined with other partial solutions, thus reducing the label
size.
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• Like Freuder’s synthesis algorithm, the Essex solution synthesis algorithm constructs
a constraint network incrementally, but only nodes which are adjacent according to
a partial ordering of the variables are used to construct nodes on a higher level.
The assumed ordering is arbitrary, and it was pointed out that one can improve
the efficiency by ordering the nodes according to the minimum bandwidth [28], for
example.
• Seidel’s invasion algorithm [24] can also be used to find all solutions of a CSP. This
algorithm exploits the structure of the constraint graph and can be especially useful
for problems in which every variable is involved in only a few constraints. The idea
of the algorithm is to use a partial ordering of the variables, according to which the
variables of the compound labels are determined. The algorithm starts with a single
variable, builds a front, i.e., a set of nodes connected to the variable, and selects from
this set a node to be invaded. This means that the current compound label is extended
by a single new variable. This algorithm continues until all nodes are invaded and the
compound label is of size n, i.e., the solutions of the problem.
• Another synthesis algorithm called Constraint-Directed-Generate-and-Test (CDGT)
is described in [21]. This algorithm constructs a tree representation like the structuring
algorithm. At each level they always combine exactly two nodes and similar to our
algorithm avoid clustering a node more than once.
7.2. Decomposition methods
• Dechter and Pearl described a tree clustering method for constraint networks [8].
Their method transforms a given non-binary CSP into a tree structured one. There
are basically five steps:
(1) Triangulate the primal constraint graph of the problem.
(2) Find the maximal cliques in linear time.
(3) Solve the subproblems induced by the cliques.
(4) The solutions for each maximum clique become a constraint on the cluster
corresponding to the maximal clique, replacing the set of relevant constraints in
the original problem. This guarantees that the transformed CSP is conformal, i.e.,
the cliques in the triangulated primal problem correspond to the hyper-edges in
the constraint graph.
(5) Solve the problem using tree search methods because the dual CSP forms a tree.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the tree search
method applied on the dual CSP whose domain size is exponential, i.e., O(ka2r)
where k are the number of cliques in the triangulated primal graph, r is the maximum
clique size, and a is the maximum domain size of the problem. The problem with this
method is that it is difficult to control the size r of the largest clique. In fact, it was
described in [16] that an unfortunate choice of an ordering of the variables used for
the triangulation can lead to a large value for r .
• The hinge decomposition method described in [16] builds a similar structure like the
tree clustering method in [8]. However instead of using cliques from the triangulated
primal graph of the problem, they use minimal hinges that build the nodes of a hinge
tree structure. This method has the advantage that the size of the largest minimal
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hinge, which corresponds to the degree of cyclicity, is an order parameter of the CSP
and is thus independent of a specific algorithm. Nevertheless this parameter could be
large for a given CSP and thus make the method too complex to apply.
Decomposition algorithms create structures of possibly exponential size which then
allow generating solutions in polynomial time. In contrast, compilation as we defined it
here generates structures whose size is polynomial with the order chosen by the user, but
for which finding solutions remains exponential but with a reduced parameter. Recently,
Liberatore [18] has shown that for a wide class of problems including planning and
diagnosis, compilation into polynomial size structures cannot eliminate the exponential
time complexity, so we do not expect that it is possible to find a method that is both
polynomial in memory requirements and solution time.
8. Conclusions
Many intelligent tasks, such as planning, scheduling or even diagnosis, require responses
by a certain deadline. When systems interact with human users, such deadlines can be very
short, and do not allow extensive problem solving activity on-line.
Fortunately, the tasks encountered are often very similar: a planning system always
uses the same operators with similar conflicts, a diagnosis system always operates on the
same equipment with the same components, and a configuration system always configures
products from the same range of possibilities. Traditionally, programmers have carefully
analyzed these problems to find formulations that admit efficient solution algorithms, a
very costly process.
In this paper, we have presented a technique for exploiting this similarity to compile a
reduced problem representation off-line which allows an agent to arrive at solutions more
quickly. The compilation technique itself is not subject to real-time constraints and could
be very slow, although we presented an algorithm which is quite efficient but does not
guarantee optimal performance. When the problem instance is sufficiently tightly defined,
it can result in a significant performance gain at run-time.
We believe these techniques to be an important first step towards general compilation
techniques. Compilation could make AI programming and problem-solving techniques
applicable to a much wider range of problems by eliminating the efficiency penalty which
often makes them lose out to hand-crafted algorithms. We see two major directions for
future work:
• Structuring: we need to find more heuristics for efficiently finding good structures.
In particular, one should find ways to take into account the tightness of constraints
on clustered variables. One could also investigate whether different equivalent
formulations of a CSP could lead to structures of different efficiency, and it this can
be exploited for optimizing the compilation.
• Using other symmetries: the techniques we have presented here have relied exclu-
sively on value interchangeability. It should be possible to also exploit other symme-
tries and achieve more compact representations. The worst case for the interchange-
ability scheme we described is a densely packed code of maximum hamming distance.
But such a space of codewords has itself a very compact representation using a gen-
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erator matrix. We do not yet understand what the worst case of large solution sets
without symmetries is, and probably much better schemes could be devised based on
such an understanding.
More generally, compilation methods should be interesting for many other AI problems. In
spite of the fact that compilation may not achieve polynomial time problem complexity,
reductions in the parameter of exponential complexity is often sufficient to guarantee
sufficiently fast solution times.
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